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Neewer 160 led cn-160 dimmable

In a quick summary... if you don't have this lamp yet, go and buy it now. They have some weak points, but you can't argue with that price. They are far from the most powerful lamps available, or the most reliable, or best for battery life ... but at less than $50 for TWO (less than £40 in the UK) how could you possibly go
wrong?? Scroll down to the bottom for a video we shot using only these two lights. LOW COST REVEIW KIT: NEEWER 160 LED CN-160 Dimmable Ultra High Power Panel Light – REVIEW Even if you only use double lights, you've got two sessions with good LED lights for about a quarter of the cost of renting them,
and you still have the option to use it again! So... for business ... Here's what's good about this Neewer LED lights: Power output is fine. Sure, it's not the best in the universe, but it's far away, far from the worst. As long as you keep this CN-160 light close to your subject, you'll find you get enough light, more than enough
to make a difference to your photos or videos. Check out the bottom of this review for videos we shot using only two of these NEewer LED camera lights! They're cheap! Maybe I have to say that again, should you miss ... They're cheap! But they're not just cheap, they're so cheap! It's really crazy. For the same price as
ONE Litepanels Astra 6X, you can have nearly 70 x Neewer CN-160s. CRAZY. You can power them with AA batteries, or Sony NPF batteries (quite a lot of industry standards, and cheap as chips for batteries and chargers, see other reviews for more on them), or with the adapter they'll take Panasonic CGR-D batteries
as well. They come with a mountain of hot shoes as standard, which means a simple attachment to the top of your camera, if that's how you want to use it, or with an adapter to a light stand. They are daytime colors (5600K) and come supplied with tungsten filters (3200K), and dispersals, which only slot in front of the
LEDs.They are dimmed. There is a small wheel on the side of the unit that allows you to gradually adjust the power up or down. REVIEW: NEEWER 160 LED CN-160 Dimmable Ultra Panel High Panel Light And here is what's bad about them... Not a great battery life. They flow when switched off, when using their AA
bats die as the AA bats come to the end of their life. Work well on sony NPF batteries though. Not the bright lights available. But also not the worst. They feel cheap. they are plastic and quite large for power output. On Amazon they now have a score of about 3.5 but what's really telling is reading the reviews themselves.
I always read the reviews carefully, but I also always, always read between lines. Take a look at what reviewers are saying and ask yourself why they say that, what prejudice they have when they buy a product, and perhaps what unreasonable expectations are carry on when I test the product and write a review. Poor
Battery Life Almost all of the bad reviews for this product refer to battery life. They don't really complain about the battery life itself, especially the drain battery even if the unit is not used. And they die right. The battery performs a drain when the unit is switched off. But here's the thing ... Here at our BudgetProPhoto
ethos, our mantra, is that if you pay the bottom dollar for your equipment, you need to be prepared to make a concession. If you are not ready to make a concession, then you are not satisfied with your equipment. It was as simple as that. So here is a summary of this product, including important concessions: these
lights, for price, are incredible! More than extraordinary. They are insane! Take rough smoothly! Sure, they drain the battery even when switched off. So, in exchange for saving hundreds, maybe thousands of dollars if you buy some lights, you have to remember ... wait for it... to take the battery when you do not use it. I
am very sorry to have to deliver this terrible news. I realised of course, how many of these shots will be... Seriously guys, get to grips! Take the battery out! Use the cheapest lights in the business, and be happy with the fact that, literally the most tiniest amount of extra effort, you get high-quality, almost for free lights.
Once you stop expecting the $800 function to $40, you will suddenly be the happiest person in the business! Let us know your opinion on this review, whether you agree with our assessment, and anything else you want to say by clicking a comment at the bottom of the article. Our advice is to go get these lights out now!
Here's a video we shot using only NEEWER 160 LED CN-160 Dimmable Ultra High Power Video Lights Note: Compatible Battery (Not Included): AA Ni-MH battery or Alkali; Panasonic SD Series Li-ion Batteries; Sony Li-ion Battery FH, FM and F models. NOTE: Sony FW series batteries can't work with LED panels.
Neewer CN-160 can launch any standard hot shoes on most DSLR cameras or digital videos as well as tripods and light standings equipped with a hot shoe mountain or 1/4. It also comes with a pious head, allowing you to raise or lower the angle of light. Light is battery-powered and requires 6x AA Lithium-Ion batteries
(excluding). With the accling battery adapter, you can replace the AA battery for NP-FH Sony NP-FM NP-F Series, or Panasonic CGR-D16S rechargeable Battery. Battery life can easily be monitored using a battery power indicator located under the battery compartment. LED Video Lighting The CN-160 is easy to install
and use and will make a great addition to your photography or video studio. The features of led camcorder lights allow you to connect the lights together to make Light. Has 160 LED lights for optimal lighting and dispersal. Helps ensure the perfect settings of your pictures. These 160-piece-LED super-items can be used
in video taking, either for light preparation or addition. There are 2 filters that are included with this item, with spotlight effects, Diffuse Effects, and to reduce the temperature of the color to 3200K. The intensity of light can be changed to offer professional effects. Designed with Standard hot shoe plugs, so can be installed



on DVs or DSLRs, and D.C. with standard hot shoes. Rotate the switch to on/off and adjust the brightness. Practicing concentration LED lights, irradiation distance can reach more than 5m, suitable for long-distance shooting. light can also be adjusted from light concentrating on the diffuse light that is suitable for short-
haul shooting. Compatible batteries (excluded): Sony NP-FH NP-FM NP-FM NP-FM Series Li-ion rechargeable battery; Panasonic CGR-D16S rechargeable battery; Alkali/NiMH AA batteries are suitable for: May be installed on many Cameras such as Canon, Nikon, Sigma Olympus, Pentax, etc. Maximum Power
Specification: 9.6 Watt Lighting Shell Material: ABS Plastic Color Temperature: 5600K (3200k w/filter) glowing flu: 660 lm Video light size: 141mm x 62mm x 150mm Runtime: 60-80mins Lighting: 900Lux (1m), 240Lux (2m), 120Lux (3m), 70Lux (4m), 40Lux (5m) Effective distance: Size 6m/20ft: Weight 141x62x1 50 mm:
8.57oz 30-day Money-Back Guarantee for items in the original 3-Month Guaranteed package for Quality Related Issues Please contact us to schedule an appointment to return your goods and get the address back in the United States. It can take up to 7-25 days for the item to get to us once you return it. Once an item is
received at our fulfillment centre, it takes 2 business days for a refund to be processed and 3-5 business days for the refund amount appears in your account. In many places, Saturday and Sunday deliveries may not be available. Otherwise, our shipping method applies on business days only, not weekends or holidays.
Accumulated delivery is NOT available at any location. Water Neewer.com continues. However, the delivery time may be longer than usual. For certain shipping situations per order, please contact our customer service: support@neewer.com fee will be fulfilled within 48 hours. 1. United States, United Kingdom, Germany,
France, Spain, Italy (FREE SHIPPING AREA) 2. Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Ireland, Austria, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Sweden (PAID DELIVERY AREA) When in the U.S., your
order will arrive within 4 to 6 business days but can also be up to 10 business days based on your location. When shipping in the EU, your order will within 7 to 15 business days based on your location. Get it Amazon.com : on Amazon.com : lighting for optimal lighting and dispersal. There are 2 filters that include this
item, with spotlight effects, Diffuse Effects, and to reduce the temperature of color to the intensity of 3200KThe light can be changed to offer professional effects. Rotate the switch to/die and adjust the brightness. Compatible with five different types of batteries (excluded): Sony NP-Series Li-ion rechargeable battery,
Panasonic CGR-D16S rechargeable battery, (Panasonic CGR-D16S, Sony NP-FH70, NP-FM55H, NP-F550) and Alkaline Battery/NiMH AA The Neewer CN-160 help ensure perfect settings for your photography or video subject. With light and durable construction, you can bring this light with you wherever you go. The
Neewer CN-160 has 160 very bright LED lights and comes with a dimmer switch so you can adjust the intensity during shooting. The layout allows quick and easy adjustments to be made so you never miss a perfect shot! Portable, durable, CN-160 neewer, and very lightweight – great for photo and video cameras Have
160 super bright LED lights that provide greater optimalview lighting Including two dispersals to help soften the light and reduce the temperature of color to 3200KView Larger Hot standard shoe connection allows you to use multiple cameras and greater camcordersView Various brightness levels can be achieved using
dimmer controls located on the live/dead switch of this Kit including the light of neewer CN-160, two coloured dispersors, and the battery adapter The Neewer CN-160 can mount any standard hot shoes on most DSLRs or digital video cameras as well as tripods and light stands equipped with a mountain of hot shoes or
1/4-inch threads. It also comes with a pious head, allowing you to raise or lower the angle of light. Light is battery-powered and requires 6x AA Lithium Ion batteries (excluded). With the accling battery adapter, you can replace the AA batteries for Sony NP-FH, NP-FM or NP-F Series, or rechargeable panasonic CGR-
D16S batteries. Battery life can easily be monitored using a battery power indicator located under the battery compartment. Neewer CN-160 LED Video Lights are easy to install and use and will make great additions to your photography or video studio. Maximum Power: 9.6 Watt Color Temperature: 5600K (3200k w/
filter) Glowing flu: 660 lm Running Time: 60 - 80mins Lighting: 900Lux (1m), 240Lux (2m), 120Luxx (3m), 70Lux (4m), 40Lux (5m) Effective distance: 6m / 20ft Lighting Shell Material: ABS Plastic Size: 141 x 62 x 150 mm 8.57oz 8.57oz 8.57oz
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